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730-777 Human Rights, Gender and Religion
Level:

Graduate/Postgraduate

Time Commitment:

Contact Hours: 24 - 26 contact hours per subject. Total Time Commitment: The time
commitment for this subject depends on the candidates background and experience.

Prerequisites:

N.A.

Corequisites:

N.A.

Recommended
Background Knowledge:

None

Non Allowed Subjects:

None

Core Participation
Requirements:

N.A.

Subject Overview:

Objectives:
A student who has successfully completed this subject should:
# Have an awareness of the complexities of how human rights, gender and religion intersect
in particular contexts
# Have a knowledge of the current debates about the relationship between religion, gender
and human rights
# Be aware of the manifestations of that debate in a variety of areas of human rights,
including women&rsquo;s rights and gay rights in Middle Eastern, Islamic countries as well
as in multicultural, liberal states
# Be familiar with the range of the complexities of deploying identity as a means to protect
gender identities, including those of women and gays within religious social spheres
# Have the capacity to critically evaluate arguments that deploy human rights discourse to
protect gender identities, including those of women and gays in religious social spheres
# Have the capacity to articulate the above knowledge and understanding in oral and written
presentations.
Syllabus:
Principal topics will include:
# The place of women&rsquo;s rights and gay rights in international human rights, with a
particular focus on the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women
# An analysis of how human rights scholars deploy identity and identity politics to advance
arguments to protect women and gays
# Analysis of the relationship between women&rsquo;s rights and Islam in the context of
Egyptian family law
# Examination of discourses on women&rsquo;s rights and gay rights in the context of
religion, with a focus on their discourse and regulation in multicultural, liberal states
# Consideration of the complexities and issues of interpretation in the context of religious law,
and its downstream effects on the human rights treatment of women and gays
# Consideration of the complexities and issues of human rights and its downstream effects on
religious discourse in its regulation of gender, particularly as this affects women and gays
# How concepts in religious discourse reflect and reinforce understanding about human rights
to yield particular distributive consequences on gender, particularly in relation to women
and gays
# Consideration of the complex ways in which Middle Eastern legal systems regulate women
and gays through the complicated and interweaving discourses of human rights and Islamic
law, and of secularism and religion.

Assessment:

Simulation exercise (20%) Written assignment on simulation exercise 1,000 words (10%)
Research paper 7,000 words (70%) (25 May) (topic approved by the subject coordinator)

Prescribed Texts:

Core subject materials will be provided free of charge to all students. Some subjects require
further texts to be purchased. Please visit the subject homepage on the Melbourne Law Masters
website by following the link at the bottom of this subject entry.

Breadth Options:
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This subject is not available as a breadth subject.
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Fees Information:

Subject EFTSL, Level, Discipline & Census Date, http://enrolment.unimelb.edu.au/fees

Generic Skills:

Please see the Subject Objectives for this information.

Links to further
information:

For the latest information on this subject, please visit: http://www.masters.law.unimelb.edu.au/
subject/730777
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